
StayAway
AUTOMATIC PET DETERRENT

How It Works

Designed for indoor use, the StayAway quietly waits until it detects

an approaching pet. It then sounds a warning tone followed by a

sudden burst of compressed air. The sound/air combination teaches

your pet to stay out of the area.

Automatic & Adjustable

Economical

The motion sensor and spray heads are separately adjustable so

they can be positioned precisely. The sensor (located in the spray

head) has a maximum detection range of 24 inches and can see in a

70 wide arc. The spray pattern is also adjustable with 3 vertical air-

spray positions to choose from.

Once your pet learns to recognize the warning tone, you can switch

to the ‘sound only’ setting to conserve compressed air. Each can of

compressed air (Stay-Away brand only) holds enough air for 500

sprays. The 4 AAA batteries (not included) can power the StayAway

Automatic Pet Deterrent for months.
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Humane Control

StayAway Prices & Instructions

The StayAway is completely harmless. Your pet will be startled but

not harmed by the warning tone and compressed air. It is a non-

toxic, non-hazardous method of behavior modification for your pets

(or strays). The StayAway teaches pets what they should stay away

from and where they shouldn’t go.

Go to www.nixalite.com or call Nixalite for current prices. Each

StayAway Automatic Pet Deterrent comes with instructions. Always

read and follow instructions supplied with the product.

Safely and humanely keeps your pets from causing harm or getting
hurt. When your pet gets too close, the motion sensor first sets off
a warning tone followed by a short burst of compressed air.
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Humane!

Eco-friendly!

Teaches
pets to stay away.

Uses
compressed air - no
fluorocarbons.

Economical! Each
can holds over 500
sprays of air.

Runs for months on
four AAA batteries
(not included).
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Keep Pets Out/Off:
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Patios

Potted Plants

Counter tops

Car &Truck Hoods

Garbage Cans

Dangerous materials
(i.e. anti-freeze,
insecticides, etc.).

Poisonous plants.

Machinery & Tools.

Any area or location
that can harm your
pet.

Protect Pets From:
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